US National Standard in Culture

5
Hallucinate Drugs
Nancy of Oregon: France is not able to, the US is not able to
go back to a time when freedom was honored. You see
today there is a bias that “what is new is the best.” After
Napoleon, people do not remember the times of the freedom
of the House of Bourbon and Hapsburgs. They cannot go
beyond the bias that is after Napoleon. Virtues such as
freedom have been lost in that France has become the 4th
largest producer of hemp. And you can see that the writers
brought a worship for such a use of freedom which was an
evil to be in the opium dens.

Bauledaire: Writer
Author. (1821-67)
Pothead and
opium dens.

Marquis Fontanes: When life is the tic-toc rationalist
without regard for the depth of spiritual eternal matters, you
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can see the values are seen juxtaposed to a drug high when
history had had values high.
JARVIS RAYMOND: Some standard has to be raised as an
ensign. And in the University, it is the catholic religion.
Nancy of Oregon: One requirement for the University of
Marquis Fontaine and Napoleon is the catholic religion. This
implies that the tacit agreement of the freedom of the US as
the "saloon" is not possible. The saloon song, "I shot a man
in Reno just to watch him die," is one in and out of Folsom
Prison. The Black Panthers followed Malcolm X— it is
headwind.
Mathzedes: The saloon morality has to go. It is not right to
be drunk-as-a-skunk and kill someone in a brawl.
NATHAN the Judge: The saloon morality must be
challenged by the presence of the University as the higher
way. The bribery parties, the prostitutes given out to
mayors and police, is the saloon morality.
Napoleon: These are your headwinds. You can see why the
daily bulletins are necessary as this wild, wild west thinking
has been so prevalent.
ANDREA SELESTOW:. The Catholic Church is in Rome, and a
fascist nation. What has happened in the pedophile alert has
been a horrible example of their fascism, they expect
honestly that we would not question their behavior. So it is
not catholic that is the problem, it s fascism. So you can use
word such as “Quakers” to describe “catholic religion” that
give a different catholic image.

MOSES: I would add killing and sadism to that “high.”
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“All hallucinate drugs are poison.”
Mother Mary
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